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The purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the densities of four different brands of root canal
sealers using three different intraoral imaging receptors. Four different root canal sealers used were – AH
Plus (Dentsply Germany, Resin based), Epiphany (Pentron USA, Resin based), U/P (Sultan Healthcare,
Zinc oxide eugenol based) and Apexit (Ivoclar / Vivadent, Calcium hydroxide based). The sealers were
mixed according to manufacturer instructions and six specimens of each material were fabricated. All the
specimens were imaged using three different intraoral #2 sized imaging receptors-D and E speed film and
storage phosphor plates. D and E speed films were digitized and stored in JPEG format. All the images were
exported into the Image J software (rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) and the mean grey values and integrated density of
each material was calculated from four random areas of each image and averaged. Mixed model ANOVA
was performed. Pair wise comparison of mean grey values between the three imaging receptors and integral
densities recorded by the receptors showed high statistical significance for all the four different root canal
sealers. Results showed that the four different types of root canal sealers showed different optical densities
on all the three receptors.
Objective: The purpose of this study is to evaluate and compare the optical densities of four different
brands of root canal sealers using three different intraoral imaging receptors.
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higher antimicrobial activity, 3,4 and better periapical healing
property. 5

1. Introduction
Various types of root canal sealers are used in endodontics
to fill the root canals. These sealers range from zinc oxide
eugenol based sealers to resin and calcium hydroxide based
sealers. Root canal sealer fills the gap between the guttapercha and dentinal wall, 1 which prevents leakages and
helps in sealing inaccessible area of root canal. 2 However
zinc oxide eugenol based sealers have a long successful
history in dentistry, newer resin based sealers have more
ability to seal and bond to the root dentin. Use of calcium
hydroxide based root canal sealers is mainly because of its

Radiopacity is one of the main property, required for
visualizing intraoral dental materials in a radiograph. Any
Root canal sealer should have sufficient radiopacity to allow
for a clear distinction between the surrounding anatomic
structures and the sealer material, 6,7 and to facilitate
the evaluation of the quality of the root fillings through
radiographic examination. 8
Conventional radiograph has been used in dentistry since
many years. However new digital radiographic technique
claims to be more beneficial compared to traditional
radiographic film technique. 9 In this study attempt has been
made to evaluate and compare the densities of four different
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brands of root canal sealers using both conventional and
digital radiographic techniques.
2. Materials and Methods
The four different root canal sealers used were –
AH Plus, Epiphany, U/P and Apexit. The sealers were
mixed according to the manufacturers instructions and six
specimens of 2mm thickness and 10 mm diameter of each
material were fabricated using metallic matrices and stored
at room temperature. All the six specimens of all 4 sealers
were radiographed using three different modalities which
were, intraoral #2 sized imaging receptors-D and E speed
film and storage phosphor plates for digital radiography.
The GENDEX GX770 X-Ray machine was used to take the
radiographs. All exposures were standardized at 70kvp, 7ma
and 8 impulses / second and object source distance was set at
15 inches by using optical bench. D and E speed films were
digitized using the Epson Expression Scanner and stored in
JPEG format. All the images were exported into the Image
J software (rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) and the mean grey values
and integrated density of each material were calculated
from four random areas of each image and averaged. Mixed
model ANOVA was performed.
3. Results

Table 1: Gray value
Material
AH Plus
Epiphany
U/P
Apexit

D Speed
84.43
75.3
72.43
69.75

F Speed
78.71
75.84
71.04
57.69

Digital
236.21
213.35
196.86
119.18

F Speed
10989.56
10527.12
10005.87
8131

Digital
33977.81
30721.06
28371.12
17360.06

Table 2: Integrated density
Material
AH Plus
Epiphany
U/P
Apexit

D Speed
11830.93
10494.68
10221.62
9686.12

All tests were performed at 95% confidence intervals and
the null was rejected. Pair wise comparison of mean grey
values between the three imaging receptors showed high
statistical significance (P=0.000 to 0.046) for all the root
canal sealers. Integral densities recorded by the receptors
also showed high statistical significance (P=0.00 to 0.072)
between the three receptors for all the four different root
canal sealers. AH plus showed highest and Apexit showed
the lowest grey values and integral densities irrespective of
the imaging receptor used (Tables 1 and 2).
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4. Discussion
Radiopacity has always been an important characteristic
of all the dental materials. In order to distinguish root
canal filling materials from surrounding tooth structure, it
is necessary that the root canal sealers exhibit adequate
radiopacity. American National Standard/American Dental
Association (ANSI/ADA 2000) Specification No. 57
recommends that, endodontic sealing materials must have
a radiopacity not less than that equivalent to 3 mm of
aluminum. 10 Several attempts have been made to evaluate
radiopacity of dental materials compared to aluminum step
wedge. 11,12
Newer digital radiographic techniques offer many
advantages, compared to conventional radiographic
methods in terms of quality & time sensitivity. 13 In
conventional radiographs, processing technique may even
negatively affect the final quality of the radiographic
image. 14 New method to evaluate radiopacity of root canal
sealers by digitizing conventional radiographs was first
proposed by Tagger & Katz (2003), 15 with the help of
radiographic software. Use of radiographic software gives
an opportunity to analyze digital images more appropriately
and easily with the help of grey pixel value. Grey pixel
values range from 0 to 255 in which 0 represents black and
255 represents white. 16,17 High density materials absorb
more x rays and give light image 18 with gray pixel value
255 and same with the low density materials, which absorb
less x rays and give dark image with gray pixel value 0.
This study tried to investigate and compare the optical
densities of four different brands of root canal sealers
using three different intraoral imaging receptors. All the
materials tested in this study showed different densities on
all the different modalities. Radiographic density and gray
pixel values in decreasing order were: AH Plus, Ephiphany,
U/P followed by Apexit. According to Goshima (1989)
radiopacity of the material depends on the radiopacifier
agents present in the material. 19 Higher radiographic density
value of AH Plus obtained in this study might be because of
its higher zirconium oxide content. 20
5. Conclusion
Our study showed that the four different types of root canal
sealers showed different densities on all the three receptors.
All our exposures were standardized and multiple sites on
each image were used to calculate the mean density. Since
there was a high statistical significance between the root
canal sealers, it is possible to differentiate these materials on
radiographic images regardless of the type of image receptor
used.
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